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Abstract: Big data, known for its intricate and diverse nature, entails handling vast amounts of in-
formation. This poses substantial challenges in storing, analyzing, processing, and extracting mean-
ingful insights. The surge in big data's significance has led to its extensive exploration as an aca-
demic field. However, with the increasing volume of data comes a heightened risk of privacy in-
fringement. Consequently, numerous privacy-preserving methodologies have been developed and 
implemented across various stages of data handling. This paper provides a comprehensive and re-
view of research dedicated to preserving privacy in the realm of big data. Notably, it concentrates 
on talking about privacy strategies designed to protect data throughout critical processes including 
storage, production, and processing. The major goal of this paper is to examine prior studies in big 
data privacy. 
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1. Introduction 

When dealing with complicated data sets that are excessively large for typical database systems to 
manage, big data is used [1-3]. It’s a collection of Data that has a large volume- both structured and un-
structured data. due to recent advancements in technology, the volume of data generated by social net-
working platforms, the internet, sensors, and various businesses is growing incessantly. The term "big 
data" encompasses a new era of technologies that facilitate the rapid capture, exploration, and analysis of 
data, enabling cost-effective extraction of value from extensive and diverse datasets [4, 5]. In accordance 
with the principles outlined in this definition, the characteristics of big data, often referred to as the 3Vs—
velocity, volume, and variety—are identified. However, it has been recognized through subsequent re-
search that these 3Vs alone are inadequate in elucidating the vast and intricate nature of the data we pres-
ently encounter. To offer a more comprehensive understanding of big data, attributes such as veracity, 
validity, value, variety, venue, and terminology have been introduced [6]. This study delves into the three 
primary aspects of big data, commonly known as the three Vs: volume, velocity, and variety. Volume per-
tains to the sheer quantity of data generated, and we have observed a significant increase in data size since 
the advent of social networking sites. On the other hand, velocity describes the rate at which new data is 
generated. A frequent element in the field of big data is the diversity of data, which can include text, audio, 
photos, or videos. This diversity is embodied by the concept of variety. To manage the massive influx of 
data coming in at unusually high rates from multiple sources and managing the varied aspects of big data 
in terms of volume, velocity, and variety, it is essential to design reliable and effective frameworks. The 
life cycle of big data necessitates the traversal of several stages. 

Big data can be transformed into valuable insights that can be put to use if it is collected and analyzed 
in a timely manner. Through data analysis, it can assist companies and organizations in strengthening their 
internal decision-making capacity and opening new prospects. By changing established business struc-
tures and scientific principles, it can also support economic growth and scientific research [7]. 
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Figure 1. 3 Vs representation of Big Data [45]. 

 
Numerous tactics have been developed in recent years to protect the privacy of large data sets. The 

stages of the Big Data life cycle, as shown in Figure 2, which include data generation, storage, and pro-
cessing [8], can be used to classify these mechanisms. 

 
Figure 2. Stages of Life Cycle of Big Data. 

 
During the data generation phase, privacy is upheld through the implementation of access control and 
data falsification techniques. In the context of data storage, privacy is safeguarded through the utilization 
of encryption methods. To protect data privacy during processing, anonymization techniques like gener-
alization and suppression are employed. 

The year 2021 is projected to witness a staggering daily data production of 2.5 quintillion bytes, re-
flecting the continued growth of large data volumes and rapid data generation [9]. In this contemporary 
digital era, where substantial information is housed within big data repositories, the study of databases 
provides a means to address significant issues, including those related to healthcare and beyond. 

This study provides a thorough analysis of the methods used to protect privacy in the Big Data space. 
We thoroughly cover the important facets of privacy and security issues regarding big data. In the parts 
that follow, it will review into detail about the privacy requirements that are particular to different stages, 
including data generation, storage, and processing. 

 Additionally, we compare and contrast current research on protecting privacy in the context of big 
data to show the developments in this quickly developing area. 
 
2. Infrastructure of Big Data  

To analyze the enormous amounts of data arriving quickly from various sources, efficient and effec-
tive solutions are required to manage the multi-dimensional features of big data, spanning volume, veloc-
ity, and variety. As shown in Figure 2, there are various stages in the life cycle of massive data. Due to the 
present dissemination of data, modern technology is developing to support the storage and management 
of enormous data warehouses. Big data processing and storage options on the cloud, such as Hadoop Map 
Reduce, are being investigated. This section will delve into the big data lifecycle, shedding light on how 
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big data leverages cloud technology and the challenges that arise when storing and handling large datasets 
in such environments. 
2.1. Big Data's Lifecycle 
2.1.1. Data generation 

Data is capable of being produced by a variety of scattered sources. Data produced by both machines 
and people has increased recently. For instance, 90% of the 2.5 quintillion bytes of data produced daily on 
the internet was just recently created. One social networking site, Facebook, alone produces 27TB of fresh 
data each day. The resulting information is frequently vast, varied, and complex. As a result, handling 
them is difficult for conventional systems. The material produced frequently has to do with a certain sub-
ject, such business, the internet, research, etc. 
2.1.2. Data processing 

The operations of data collecting data transfer, pre-processing, and information extraction are com-
monly referred to as the data processing phase. Data gathering is important since information can come 
from a variety of sources, including websites containing text, photographs, and videos. In the data collec-
tion phase, information is collected from a designated data production environment through specialized 
data collection technologies. Once raw data is acquired from this specific production environment, an ef-
ficient high-speed transmission mechanism becomes necessary to transfer it to a suitable storage infrastruc-
ture, catering to various analytical applications. To optimize storage resources, the pre-processing stage is 
dedicated to the removal of redundant and unnecessary data elements, thereby conserving storage space. 
2.1.3. Data storage 

Large datasets are managed and stored during this stage. Both physical infrastructure and data man-
agement components are included in the data storage system. Distributed storage is one of the components 
of the physical infrastructure, or information and communications technology (ICT) resources, which per-
forms a variety of tasks. To facilitate the management and querying of large data collections, a suite of 
software is implemented atop the hardware infrastructure. This software must provide diverse interfaces 
for interacting with and analyzing the stored data. 
 
3. Big Data Privacy and Security Issues 

Regarding Privacy, we mean the freedom you have over how your personal information is utilized. 
The restriction of who you wish to share your data with is related to privacy. A serious privacy risk is the 
identification of personal information as it is being transmitted over the internet [10]. 
Security refers to how your personal information is protected. Security includes protecting your data from 
attacks that may destroy data. Security is a practice of defending your data from unauthorized access and 
Destruction. 
Security vs. Privacy: While data security focuses on securing data against threats, data privacy emphasizes 
using data responsibly. Additional distinctions between privacy and security are highlighted in Table 1. 

Table 1. Difference between Security and Privacy 
Security Privacy 

Data storage is protected from unauthorized 
use and access. 

The responsible handling of user in-
formation is privacy. 

Security involves ensuring the "confidential-
ity, integrity, and accessibility" of data. 

Using and disclosing personal infor-
mation in authorized manner. 

Confidentiality may be supported by secu-
rity. Most security systems are designed to 
safeguard an organization or agency from 
outside threats. 

The issue of privacy often pertains to 
an individual's entitlement to safe-
guard their personal information. 

 
4. Privacy Needs in the Context of Big Data 

While big data analytics are appealing to many organizations, a sizable portion choose not to use them 
since there are no standardized security and privacy safeguards in place. In these sections, we examine 
potential methods for adding privacy protection features to large data platforms. This involves elucidating 
the fundamental principles and expansion strategies of an architecture that facilitates: 
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1. Establishing privacy guidelines that dictate user access to data within the designated big data plat-
forms. 

2. Creating effective enforcement mechanisms to uphold these policies. 
3. Integrating the Target Analytic Platforms with the resulting monitoring systems. 
4.1. Big data privacy during the data generating phase 

Active data generation and passive data production are the two types of data generating. When data 
is generated passively, it is a result of the data owner's online behavior, frequently without the data owner's 
knowledge that a third party is collecting this data [11]. Conversely, active data generation occurs when 
the data owner intentionally provides their data to a third party. Several strategies are employed to miti-
gate the risk of privacy breaches, including: 
4.1.1. Access Restriction 

 The data owner refrains from disclosing the data due to concerns that it may unveil sensitive infor-
mation that should remain confidential. Several steps, including encryption, might be implemented to pre-
serve privacy if the owner provided the data. One can properly restrict access to sensitive data by using 
these methods. Most of these utilities are created as browser extensions for simplicity of usage. 
4.1.2. Falsifying Data 

In certain cases, it may be impractical to completely block access to sensitive information. In such 
scenarios, data can be altered using tools before it is accessed by a third party. Manipulating the data makes 
it challenging to discern the true information. Two tools for data falsification are the "socket puppet" and 
"Mask ME." 
4.2.  Big data privacy during the data storage phase 

Thanks to advances in data storage technology, notably the ascent of cloud computing, the storage of 
vast volumes of data is no longer a formidable challenge [12]. Data privacy is difficult to maintain, though. 
A distributed environment presents the difficulty of privacy protection because an application may require 
many datasets from different data centers [13]. 

Traditional security measures employed to protect data can be categorized into four groups: applica-
tion-level encryption schemes, database-level encryption schemes, media-level encryption schemes, and 
file-level encryption techniques [14]. Given the nature of the 3Vs in big data analytics, the storage infra-
structure must exhibit scalability and dynamic configuration support for various applications. Storage vir-
tualization, facilitated by the expanding cloud computing paradigm, emerges as a promising technology 
to fulfill these requirements [15]. Multiple network storage devices are combined into what seems to be a 
single storage unit through storage virtualization. But using a third-party provider's cloud service neces-
sitates handing the organization's data to an external party, which raises questions regarding data privacy. 
Therefore, this paper will specifically address the privacy of data stored within the cloud. 

In a distributed environment, an application may need many datasets from different data centers, 
which provides a challenge for privacy protection. 

The four categories of traditional security measures for data protection are as follows. These include 
media-level encryption techniques, database-level encryption techniques, file-level data security tech-
niques, and media-level security techniques. 

The necessity for scalability in the storage infrastructure arises from the workings of big data analytics 
characterized by the 3Vs. To accommodate diverse applications, this infrastructure must also offer dynamic 
customization. Storage virtualization is a technique that amalgamates multiple network storage devices, 
creating the illusion of a single storage unit. However, opting for a cloud service from an external provider 
entails the outsourcing of an organization's data, potentially impacting data privacy. Consequently, this 
paper will focus specifically on the privacy of data stored in the cloud. The ensuing methods are employed 
to ensure user privacy when data is stored within cloud environments. 
4.2.1 Attribute Based Encryption 

In cloud storage systems, complete big data privacy is guaranteed thanks to a type of encryption called 
attribute-based encryption. According to the access regulations set out by the data owner, data is encrypted 
in ABE. Only users whose attributes comply with the access criteria established by the data owner can 
decrypt the data. Big data frequently necessitates changing data access rules because the owner of the data 
may need to share it with numerous businesses. 
4.2.2 Homomorphic Encryption 
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Public clouds' inherent multi-tenancy and virtualization features make them more susceptible to pri-
vacy violations. The potential for sharing physical infrastructure with other cloud users heightens the risk 
of data leakage. One approach to protect data in the cloud involves encrypting it before storage and allow-
ing the cloud to process encrypted data. Fully homomorphic encryption is a type of encryption that enables 
computations to be performed on encrypted data. 
4.2.3 Identity Based Encryption:  

IBE and ABE encryption techniques do not support the updating of the cypher text recipient. There 
are several techniques to update the cypher text's recipient. Owners of data can, for instance, re-encrypt 
after decrypting. However, due to computation overhead, it may be extremely time-consuming and ex-
pensive to decrypt and re-encrypt large data sets, which is often the situation when working with big data. 
Additionally, to use this option, the data owner must always be online. Assigning this task to a trustworthy 
third party who is aware of the data owner's decryption key is another way to update the receiver of the 
cypher text. This method has a few flaws, including the fact that it depends entirely on the third party's 
confidence and that it makes it impossible for the recipient of the cipher text to remain anonymous because 
the third party requires this knowledge to proceed with the re-encryption. 
4.2.4 Storage Path Encryption:  

Big data is first broken up into many sequential parts, and each part is then saved on a unique storage 
media owned by several cloud storage providers. The data must first be gathered from numerous data 
centers, restored to its former state, and then provided to the data owner to be accessed. This architecture 
separates the categories for private and public data in the cloud-based big data storage. Anyone can access 
public data without restriction and no additional security measures are necessary. On the contrary, sensi-
tive information is consistently safeguarded and inaccessible to unrelated individuals and organizations. 
It involves a computation process that is easily performed in one direction but challenging to reverse with-
out supplementary information, a characteristic often used in cryptographic applications known as 
trapdoor features. In the proposed method, the entirety of massive data is not encrypted; instead, only the 
storage path, sometimes referred to as the cryptographic virtual mapping of extensive data, is subjected to 
encryption. Additionally, certain designated data considered confidential is encrypted within this method. 
To enhance the availability and resilience of big data, the strategy involves storing duplicate copies of each 
data piece in cloud storage. In case of data loss, this method allows for the retrieval of backup copies. The 
storage index data will be maintained by the owner of the big data. 
4.3. Big data privacy preserving in data processing 

The big data processing paradigm categorizes processing systems into batch, stream, graph, and ma-
chine learning processing [16, 17]. To ensure privacy protection, the data processing aspect can be divided 
into two phases. Given that the acquired data may include sensitive information owned by the data pro-
prietor, the first phase aims to safeguard the data from unauthorized disclosure. The second phase's objec-
tive is to extract valuable insights from the data while preserving privacy. 
4.3.1 Anonymization Techniques 

In accordance with the designated privacy standards, the initial table is modified before its publica-
tion. The data underwent one of the following anonymization processes to uphold privacy. 
Generalization: operates by substituting a specific Quasi-Identifying (QID) feature's value with a broader 
and less precise description. In this technique, certain attribute taxonomy values are replaced with their 
parent values. For instance, one might use the term "artist" to represent the job attribute instead of specify-
ing "singer" or "actor." There are various approaches to generalization, including whole domain generali-
zation, sub-tree generalization, multidimensional generalization, sibling generalization, and cell generali-
zation, among others. 
Suppression: Some values in suppression are replaced with a special character, like "@," to signify that the 
replacement value is not revealed. Record suppression, value suppression, and cell suppression are a few 
examples of suppression schemes. 
Anatomization: In two independent tables, the information on QID and SA is made available in this way. 
While one table includes quasi-identifiers, both tables have sensitive characteristics. Group ID is a feature 
that regularly appears in both tables. The same Group ID value will serve as the connection point for all 
the sensitive numbers in a group. 
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Permutation: A dataset is segmented into groups, and within each group, the sensitive values are shuffled 
randomly. This process is executed to break the linkage between a quasi-identifier and a numerically sen-
sitive attribute. 
4.3.2 Privacy-Utility Trade-Off 

Data anonymization is a positive indicator of robust privacy protection. However, it can potentially 
impact the data's utility, leading to reduced inferential value. Consequently, it is crucial for big data appli-
cations to strike a balance between privacy and utility. Various methods for assessing information loss 
have been proposed in the literature, with some focusing on minimal distortion. Privacy and utility trade-
off challenges are often addressed by Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) algorithms that employ 
a greedy strategy to identify the optimal trade-off point. Using established metrics for privacy preservation 
and information loss, these algorithms generate multiple tables during the anonymization process, each 
satisfying privacy model criteria. The table with the least amount of information loss is the result of the 
greedy algorithm. 

The task of calculating privacy is incredibly difficult. Imagine a situation where a data item is obtained 
from a data owner. The data owner has complete discretion over the quantity and kind of information that 
is shared with a third party. There may be some privacy loss when data is shared to a third party. The same 
data may be sent to the third party by various data owners. However, when it is released, certain people 
who take privacy seriously can suffer a bigger loss than those who don't. 
 
5. Security and Privacy Aspects in Healthcare Big Data   

Healthcare organizations deal with substantial data volumes for the purpose of enhancing the provi-
sion of effective and tailored treatment. However, they face challenges such as inadequate technological 
support and insufficient security measures. Adding to the complexity is the healthcare sector's susceptibil-
ity to highly publicized data breaches. Data breaches can occur if attackers employ data mining techniques 
to locate sensitive information and disclose it to the public. Despite the ongoing efforts to implement secu-
rity measures, the risks are escalating as security controls become increasingly difficult to circumvent [18]. 
The Big data offers a thorough analysis of the many methods and strategies employed in ubiquitous 
healthcare in a disease-specific way. It covered a significant problem or disease that may be subtly identi-
fied and treated using technology, such as stress, cardiovascular disease, deadly and non-fatal falls. 
1. Embracing a value-based business model through healthcare analytics necessitates prioritizing data 

governance as the initial step in overseeing and managing healthcare data. 
2. The objective is to establish a unified data representation framework that incorporates industry stand-

ards along with regional and local standards. 
“Privacy preserving analytics.” 
1. The encroachment upon patient privacy looms as an escalating concern within the realm of big data 

analytics. 
2. Privacy-preserving encryption strategies, which enable the execution of predictive algorithms on en-

crypted data while safeguarding patients' identities, are indispensable for propelling healthcare ana-
lytics forward [19]. 

“Data quality” 
1. Health data typically originates from disparate sources with widely varying setups and database de-

signs, resulting in complex, unclean data rife with gaps and disparities in coding standards for identical 
fields. 

2. The era of problematic handwriting in Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems is over. Data collected 
via these systems primarily serves clinical purposes, leading to issues such as missing data, inaccura-
cies, miscoding due to clinicians' heavy workloads, non-user-friendly interfaces, and a lack of human 
validation checks [20]. 

“Data sharing and privacy” 
1. Personal health information (PHI) inherent in health data poses legal obstacles to data access due to 

privacy invasion risks. 
2. Anonymizing health data through masking and de-identification techniques facilitates disclosure to 

researchers under legally binding data sharing agreements [21]. 
“Relying on predictive models.” 
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1. It is essential to maintain realistic expectations regarding the performance of constructed data mining 
models, recognizing that every model has inherent accuracy limitations. 

2. Importantly, relying solely on predictive models for critical decisions directly impacting patients' lives 
is perilous and should not be an anticipated outcome. 

“Variety of methods and complex math’s” 
For data analysts, familiarity with diverse techniques and accuracy metrics is imperative to apply multiple 
methods effectively when analyzing specific datasets. 
 
6. Recent Studies in Big Data Privacy 

As a result of the proliferation of big data in almost every industrial area over the last decade, new 
methodologies for data analytics have been developed. Even though many organizations are aware of the 
promise of big data analytics, many are still in the early stages of reaping its advantages because of the 
large and fast-growing amount of big data. The Cloud computing, on the other hand, comes with security 
and privacy concerns. To secure the integrity of data in cloud and IoT contexts, researchers conducted 
research. Security and privacy concerns in big data systems are getting more difficult as dispersed and 
heterogeneous settings become more prevalent, requiring additional study. Increasingly lately, a lot of 
study has focused on the health business since big data is becoming more popular in electronic health care 
services. However, with the rise of social and internet-of-things (IoT) networks, the issue of large data 
security is now a top priority for many governments. The Literature evaluation of recent big data publica-
tions from the perspectives of security and privacy was recently conducted using Scopus database articles 
from the major scientific peer-reviewed journals. According to the findings of this research, the computa-
tional elements of big data security and privacy are receiving considerable attention. For the sake of this 
study, privacy, data analytics, and confidentiality are the most significant research categories and subjects 
being examined. There have been just a few studies that have presented an overview of big data, and they 
have proposed new avenues of study in the field of security and privacy. Big data security problems have 
not been considered by these organizations.  
Table 2 presents a summary of recent methodologies and strategies related to privacy and security in the 
context of big data. 

Table 2. Overview of Recent Studies on Privacy in the Big Data Context 

Paper Year Focus Limitations 
[22] 2014 How location-based services and social 

networks, two developing applications, 
implement privacy-preserving data publi-
cation (PPDP). 

Instead of illustrating the 
entire application chain, 
concentrate solely on de-
picting common issues. 

[23] 2014 Reviews and assessments of privacy-pre-
serving data mining techniques. 

The study also provides an 
analysis and comparison 
of privacy-preserving 
techniques in the domains 
of clustering and associa-
tion rule mining. 

[24] 2014 The proposed technique for privacy-pre-
serving data mining in Hadoop aims to ad-
dress privacy breaches without compro-
mising data utility. 

The execution time of the 
proposed technique is in-
fluenced by the magnitude 
of noise. 

[25] 2014 Investigate the difficulties and insights en-
countered while merging privacy protec-
tion through anonymization with big data 
approaches to analyze usage data while 
preserving individual identities. 

Utilizes the K-anonymity 
technique, which exhibits 
susceptibility to correla-
tion attacks. 

[26] 2014 Suggested a scalable method employing a 
two-phase top-down specialization (TDS) 

Deploys an anonymiza-
tion method that is suscep-
tible to collision attacks. 
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strategy for anonymizing extensive da-
tasets. 

[27] 2014 Share an algorithm for anonymizing big 
data streams with enhanced speed. 

Additional research is nec-
essary to develop and exe-
cute FAST within a distrib-
uted cloud-based frame-
work, aiming to harness 
the computational capabil-
ities of the cloud and attain 
substantial scalability. 

[28] 2015 Suggested an approach for privacy-pre-
serving data mining on extremely large 
datasets using the MapReduce framework. 

Data utility is decreased by 
generalization's difficul-
ties with high-dimensional 
data as well as by disturb-
ance. 

[29] 2015 Put focus on key management for Hadoop, 
cloud security, monitoring and auditing, 
and anonymization. 

Discuss all limitations and 
issues in these security 
techniques. 

[30] 2015 Suggested a mechanism for privacy-pre-
serving ciphertext multi-sharing. 

It's possible to establish 
delegation rights between 
two parties even if they 
have not previously 
reached an agreement on 
the delegation process. 

[31] 2015 The training data is spread, and each com-
ponent shares a fraction of the large da-
taset, in this ground-breaking approach for 
privacy-preserving machine learning. 

Unable to attain distrib-
uted feature selection. 

[32] 2015 Create a proximity-aware clustering prob-
lem to describe the difficulty of maintain-
ing proximity privacy in local large data 
recording, and then propose a scalable 
two-phase clustering approach as a solu-
tion. 

For the research to inte-
grate over approach with 
Apache 

[33] 2016 Identified multiple privacy concerns. Customer segmentation 
have the potential to inad-
vertently result in discrim-
ination based on factors 
such as age, gender, ethnic 
background, health condi-
tion, social status, and 
more. 

[34] 2016 Suggested a pragmatic scheme for han-
dling encrypted big data in the cloud, inte-
grating deduplication while addressing 
ownership challenges and incorporating 
Proxy Re-Encryption. 

Convergent encryption 
possesses an inherent se-
curity limitation, specifi-
cally its vulnerability to of-
fline attacks. 

[35] 2016 Emphasize the security management plat-
form, the information security system, and 
the pertinent laws and regulations. 

Assemble the massive data 
Information security sys-
tem setup, law and regula-
tory implementation, and 
security management plat-
form setup. 
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[36] 2018 This paper introduces key concepts related 
to sensitivity and privacy budget within 
the context of differential privacy. It dis-
cusses noise-based techniques employed 
in differential privacy, composition as-
pects, and methods to attain it. 

This study does not ex-
plore efficient approaches 
for DP implementation in 
real-world scenarios, cryp-
tography techniques to 
DP, or a variety of other 
topics. 
 

[37] 2019 This study examines the function of differ-
ential privacy in big data correlated da-
tasets, focuses on an enhanced differential 
privacy method that may be used with cor-
related datasets, and suggests and evalu-
ates novel models and algorithms. 

This paper did not empha-
size the external correla-
tion between the datasets. 
Additionally, in the con-
text of the k-means algo-
rithm, selecting the appro-
priate k-value can be chal-
lenging, prompting the ex-
ploration of alternative op-
timization clustering algo-
rithms to address big data 
challenges. 

[38] 2020 The primary focus of this study revolves 
around the novel Privacy Preservation Al-
gorithm for Big Data Using Optimal Geo-
metric Transformations, referred to as 
PABIDOT. 

Model’s efficiency and 
scalability needs to be 
checked on big datasets. 

[39] 2020 This paper primarily tackles security and 
privacy concerns arising from data virus 
propagation within big data networks. A 
Protection and Recovery Strategy (PRS) 
with the goal of minimizing infections and 
enhancing immunity within the network is 
also presented. 

Reliance on a simplified 
infectious disease model, 
complexity of the incen-
tive mechanism, lack of 
real-world deployment 
analysis, and a narrow fo-
cus on virus propagation 
without addressing 
broader security aspects. 

[40] 2021 This paper reviews the literature on 
COVID-19-based big data analysis, high-
lighting research contributions and pro-
posing a taxonomy of applications for 
managing and controlling the pandemic. 

The paper suggests further 
exploration of its scope, 
patient perspective, and 
ethical considerations for a 
comprehensive under-
standing of COVID-19 
data analysis applications. 

[41] 2021 This paper proposes an efficient perturba-
tion algorithm using optimal geometric 
transformation to address privacy con-
cerns and ensure big data utility. 

Lack of thorough explora-
tion of utility-privacy 
trade-offs and limited dis-
cussion on the method's 
adaptability to diverse da-
tasets or scenarios. 

[42] 2022 To enhance the security of big data during 
transmission over a network by integrat-
ing compression, splitting, and encryption 

Lacks in-depth quantita-
tive analysis or experi-
mental validation of the 
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mechanisms while maintaining perfor-
mance and reliability. 

proposed mechanisms, 
and it does not address po-
tential challenges or draw-
backs associated with 
compression and splitting 
methods for big data secu-
rity. 

[43] 2022 To discuss and propose various methods 
for preserving privacy in the context of 
deep learning (DL) applied to big data 
analysis. The paper ultimately aims to pre-
sent effective solutions for enhancing pri-
vacy preservation within DL models for 
big data analysis. 

The paper does not explic-
itly outline its own limita-
tions or potential chal-
lenges, which could in-
clude the need for address-
ing practical implementa-
tion constraints, scalability 
issues, and the trade-off 
between privacy and util-
ity in differential privacy 
preservation methods for 
deep learning. 

[44] 2023 With an emphasis on privacy and security 
issues as well as DP's advantages over al-
ternative data privacy protection solu-
tions, this article examines and analyses 
differential privacy (DP) methodologies 
used in edge computing-based smart city 
applications. 

Lacks discussion on the 
practical challenges and 
potential obstacles that 
may be encountered when 
implementing the identi-
fied future directions for 
applying differential pri-
vacy (DP) 

 
7. Conclusion 

The use of big data technology in predicting future trends has gained popularity. However, privacy 
considerations are crucial in this data-driven environment. This survey carefully discusses privacy issues 
across the many phases of the big data life cycle. Notably, the study also explores the privacy issues that 
arise in the crucial field of healthcare. It thoroughly discusses the numerous privacy measures used during 
the phases of big data collection, processing, and storage. It gives a comprehensive survey, neatly pre-
sented in tabular form, to provide insights into the emerging landscape of privacy in the context of big data 
through a thorough study of the available big data privacy research. 
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